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Legendary dance photographer Lois Greenfield captures the beauty and form of the most talented

dancers of our time from the world's leading dance companies. This collectionâ€”one that will be

appreciated by lovers of dance or photographyâ€”surveys Greenfield's creative output across the

last two decades, and includes her entry into color photography. An elegant monograph celebrating

the signature gravity-defying images from one of the world's most accomplished and respected

photographers, Moving Still expresses the artistic possibilities of contemporary dance reflected

through an inimitable lens.
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Calling Lois Greenfield a "dance photographer" is like calling DaVinci a draftsman. She is an artist

with a camera and specializes--as this gorgeous book demonstrates--in capturing the unseen

moment when her models (usually dancers) become airborne both physically and seemingly

spiritually.

Lois Greenfield is the master of capturing bodies in seemingly impossible flight. This book is a

breathtaking celebration of the human form in motion, and pays tribute to her incredible 40 year

career. Highly recommended for lovers of dance and photography, and anyone who wants to be

amazed page after page!



I bought this book as a gift for a professional contemporary dancer and she absolutely loves it. The

shots have given her dozens of ideas for future performances and opens it often for inspiration. It

sits prominently on her coffee table for house guests to browse. It's a little spendy, but for the right

person, it's a great gift!

This is jaw droppingly gorgeous phototgraphy of superbly talented dancers.

This is the most stunning book of gorgeous dance photography! I highly recommend everyone who

loves dance, photography, and art to get a copy of Lois Greenfield's groundbreaking work as she

lifts us higher and higher with each stunning image into the world of beauty and magic. A must

have.

Lois is the only dancing photographer that has kept me guessing on what ways the motion of the

human body can express itself in a way that is both profound and captured in time. Everything Lois

touch's with her lens even while being still. Her approach is unique and the book is more than a cafe

table book its a book of refection and conversation on what the human body can do and how it can

do it.Dance Yoga Parkour... Its all about the quality and unique approach to a formula that i haven't

seen in any other artist. A good share with someone you deeply care about. Or just wanna dance

with.

This is a coffee table book of photos taken by the most famous dance photographer. A wonderful

gift for a dancer who can appreciate the grace and beauty captured in these images.
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